To

The Principal
Narayana Private ITI
Srikakulam Guudem
Village & Post Srikakulam Mandal
Srikakulam District, Pin – 532484, Andhra Pradesh
App. No. A16000799
pantalashyam76@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. There are instances of blurred images in the video recording during play in certain places. There are also instances of darkness in few rooms. Authenticity of video record to be established.
2. The entry / approach path to the institute is Kuccha pathway. There is no concrete / metallic approach.
3. This institute is located in a multistory complex/ building. May be certain part of the complete building is intended to be used as ITI. Pictures of other space also known in the video. It appears that this is not a standalone centre / institute. The purpose of other large part of building as captured in video is not known.
4. Name tag of different rooms is just written over the wall with paint but no permanent means to display / tag different rooms. Display tag of equipment / tools & appliances is either not provided or provided with temporarily means.
5. Leakage / seepate patches observed in a number of classrooms / other places in the building. Lighting is also not sufficient. Ventilation also seems not adquate. Loose wiring / hanging fittings observed in a few places of class room / labs.
6. Authority os signing building documents (as submitted in Xerox copies) by District Town and country planning officer of AP Govt. needs clarification in terms of provision as per NCVT norms."

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(M.C. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in
Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate-reg.

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. Approach to the institution is not clearly shown in the video.

2. Documents as submitted has been issued by GVMC authority Visakhapatnam but without office seal, name and designation of signing authority. This document needs clarification, whether they are authorized to be signed and issued by the mentioned departments as er the provision of NCVT."

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action.
at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(Joint Director of Training)
mc.kardam@nic.in
To

The Principal
SPS Private ITI
Munger (Monghyr) Haveli Khargaipur,
Pin – 811213 Bihar
App. No. A16002713
spsitihk@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate-reg.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. Approach to the institution is not clearly shown.
2. There are many instances of videos featuring various documents at close look. It is seen that the plot is related to Anju Memorial Trust with certain comments about leased premises but no such details is available in the file aqs given to me for scrutiny. Further it is also seen that the visiting official from QCI has endorsed certain remarks in the drawing but the drawing as given to DGT do not carry such comments. Issues needs further clarification.
3. LCD projectors, class rooms and lab pictures as captured in the video is good and no major issues noticed in the video.
4. Authority of signing BCC by District Engineer, Zila Parishad needs clarification in terms of provision as per NCVT norms..”

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action.
at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter on DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(J.M. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in
To

The Principal  
Maa Bhangayani Private ITI  
Sirmaur (Sirmour) VPO Haripurdhah  
Tehsil Sangarh Distt Sirmour, Pin – 173032  
Himachal Pradesh  
App. No. A16003202  
maabhangyanipvtiti@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate-reg.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. Approach to the institution is not clearly shown in the video. This institute seems in the residential colony as emerged on viewing the video. Certain parts seems to be in garge. Need to be clarified.

2. Building completion certificate as submitted (a xerox copy) have been issued by Karyalaya Gram Panchayat stating that building of ITI is on rent by the said institution for the purpose of opening up ITI. This issue needs clarification, whether they are authorized to be signed and issued by the mentioned departments as per the provision of NCVT.

3. Video showing glimpses of DG setr with temporary foundation. This needs to be addressed..”

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action
at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(M.C. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in
No. DGT-MoM/2/2017-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training (DGT)

Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg,
New Delhi, 07.08.2017

To

The Principal
Aditya Private ITI,
Munger (Monghyr) PO Nauagadhi PS-Muffasil
Dist- Munger Pin- 811211, Bihar
App. No. A16000379
itladitya01@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate-reg.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. Approach to the institution is not clearly shown in the video.
2. Occupancy certificate, Approval of building permit documents as submitted (a xerox copy) have seen issued by office of DGM, Bihar state building corporation Ltd. Munger. Both these document needs clarification, whether the yare authorised to be signed and issued by the mentioned departments as per the provisions of NCVT. Further land deed documents as shwon in video, indicates about agreement between different agencies viz itl, Trust owning the ITI & land owner. These documents have not been found enclosed. Same amy please be checked for suitability as per norms.
3. Video showing glimpses of electrical workshop is with temporary GI sheet and video did not show about the approach pathway of fiest floor. Library seems to be in gargoage.
4. Variety of equipment has been shown in video but no access to connected document.
5. Unused area in first floors does not get any mention in the drawing. .”

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and
related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter on DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(M.C. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in
No. DGT-MoM/2/2017-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training (DGT)

Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg,
New Delhi, 07.08.2017

To

The Principal
Satpuda Private ITI
Mauganj Rewa Sidhi Road,
Mauganj, Dist Rewa, Pin – 486331,
Madhya Pradesh
App. No. A16001330
satpudaptimauganj@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate-reg.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. There is no clear approach to this institution location as per the details available in Video. It appears to be some residential colony. Complete view of building is not visible.
2. State of flooring and pillars in some of the lab rooms are in bad state and unsafe. Poor state of wash room and area drainage as visible in video.
3. It observed that foundation of the some of the machinery is not proper and used some temporary arrangement.
4. Areas of Un-plastered walls, partly finished surfaces, in complete wiring work indicates that class rooms are not ready to conduct training classes immediately as per the level of preparedness as visualised in video..

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action
at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K. Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C. Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter on DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(M.C. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in
No. DGT-MoM/2/2017-O/o DIR (TC)
Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship
Directorate General of Training (DGT)

Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg,
New Delhi, 04.08.2017

To

The Principal
Shiv Ganga Private ITI
Bhojpur Zero Mile Ara Sasaram Road,
Pin – 802210, Bihar
App. No. A16002848
shivgangapvtitiara@gmail.com

Subject: Revalidation accreditation proposals received from the QCI for affiliation to NCVT-submitting of original certificate.

Sir

It is stated that accredited proposal of your ITI, along with CD, has been received in this directorate for further consideration to grant affiliation with NCVT. During the scrutiny/revalidation process, the following observations have been made after examining the documents and CD.

1. Approach to the institution is not clearly shown. Further the submitted drawing does not indicate about the entry and complete plot size of the institution. Submitted drawing only showing layout plan of the institution without plot size and directions.

2. One of the enclosure as submitted (Appendix G, Form for completion certificate) is a xerox copy and do not have complete signature with name and designation of the official. Further another document (in xerox copy) pertaining to building construction is signed by "Karyalaya Anchal Adikhari": Authenticity of this official to sign this certificate about land and building usage is not known.

3. Video showing glimpses of class room and workshop room is fine. However, the position of workshops in overall area of plat size is not clearly indicated in the drawing. Hope it is not located in the basement. Need to be confirmed.”

Therefore, you are requested to reply/furnish the comments on above observations and send the original certificates related to building i.e. BCC and related documents latest by 10.08.2017 to enable us to take further necessary action.
at this end. Failing which your proposal will not be considered. The format for BCC is attached herewith.

Yours faithfully,

(R.K.Pathak)
Director of Training
Member Secretary NCVT
rajkumar.pathak@gov.in

Copy to:-

1. Shri G.C Deka, DDT & Shri Shammi Jha T.O. at DGT HQ for information with the request to kindly upload this letter DGT website and NCVT MIS Portal respectively.

(M.C. Kardam)
Joint Director of Training
mc.kardam@nic.in